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Abstract

The failures of tailings dams, used to store waste from mining operations, pose a significant risk to the health of people and the environment, especially in many low income countries where the extractive industry makes a significant contribution to the nation’s wealth. Recently the rate of failure of tailings dams has increased. The demand for raw materials and increases in intense rainfall as a result of climate change will exacerbate this issue in the future. The monitoring of tailings dams is essential to reduce their probability of failure. Virtually all the recent tailings dams failures were preventable. However, there is generally a lack of transparency and accountability for these structures by mining companies. In the past 10 years an increase in the global coverage and accuracy of Earth Observation (EO) based information has made it technically possible to use EO-based data to remotely monitor critical aspects of tailings dams, such as their deformation and the leakage of pollutants. This paper describes the development of an EO-based service, being piloted in Peru, which would allow tailings dams to be monitored cost effectively, and also help to forecast any potentially risk inducing behaviour from tailings dams several weeks in advance. Many regulatory bodies in low income countries do not have the resources to adequately monitor mining operations. A low cost EO-based system could improve the transparency and safety of tailings dams, allowing timely preventative interventions to be made where the probability of failure is found to be high.
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1. Introduction

There are more than 100 countries worldwide where minerals and metals are extracted by large and small mining companies to satisfy industrial demand [1]. Amongst these countries, there are more than 50 that can be considered “mining countries”, this is where the mining sector is highly relevant domestically, either because it primarily serves large domestic markets, such as in the United States, or because it employs millions of workers, such as in China or India [2]. In some countries, mining provides an important proportion of the national wealth, with more than 50% of exports and around 10% to 20% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [3]. Many of these countries are low and middle income economies. In South America the economies of Bolivia and Peru are particularly reliant on mining [1].

Mining companies are facing increasing pressure to demonstrate what activities they are currently undertaking to minimise environmental damage, improve safety, embrace diversity and contribute to the communities in which they operate [4]. They are also under intense scrutiny to demonstrate how these challenges will be addressed in the future and how they are being incorporated into their overall business strategy [4]. There is need for reliable and affordable information by third parties so that they can monitor compliance of mineral processing companies with safety and environmental regulations, especially where their operations are spread over large areas and are in remote locations.

In the past decade there has been an increase in the global coverage and accuracy of satellite imagery and sensors [5]. This paper presents an ongoing project developing a tool that uses satellite-based data to improve the transparency and accountability of the mining industry with respect to the management of tailings dam, that form part of many mining operations. A consortium of organisations, named in the acknowledgements, are collaborating to develop Earth Observation (EO) based methods for monitoring various aspects of tailings dams, building on existing research that has yet to be commercialised. These methods are currently being piloted in Peru. This is discussed on Section 7.

The failure of a tailings dam at an iron ore mine near the town of Brumadinho in Brazil in January 2019 is a stark reminder of the risks posed by mining operations. Current estimates of the loss of life are around 240 people with others still missing. It is also thought that about 12 million cubic metres (m$^3$) of waste materials were released into watercourses, with the potential to contaminate 300 km of river, damaging ecosystems and destroying the livelihoods of the people reliant on them [6]. Union representatives stated that the disaster was “premeditated” and that there had been long-standing warnings concerning the structural integrity of the tailings dam. The owners of the mine, Vale SA, have denied these charges and stated the mine was up-to-date and designed to the latest standards [6]. Tailings dam failures are often described as “unforeseeable” or “unavoidable” by the mining industry [7]. However, shortcomings in the storage and management of tailings, post-processing metal wastes and hydrocarbons are the largest source of high public consequence failures worldwide [7]. Given the increasing urgency of addressing tailings dam failures, although the work presented in this paper is at an early stage, it is important to demonstrate and raise awareness of the potential for risk reduction using EO data, as well as expanding the opportunities for transparency in risk monitoring for tailings storage facilities and other infrastructure that pose risks to people and to the environment.
2. A brief history of recent tailings dams failures

Tailings dams are earth embankments used to store mine waste and can be more than 100 m high. Tailings are the by-product of mineral processing and are mixtures of crushed rock and processing fluids that remain after the extraction of economic materials from the mine resource [8]. Tailings are generally stored on the surface either behind retaining structures (tailings dams), in the form of piles (dry stacks), or as landscaped hillside slopes [9]. They can also be stored underground in mined out voids by a process commonly referred to as backfill or as paste tailings1 [10].

Tailings dams are often constructed with readily available materials. Unlike water storage dams, the construction phase of a tailings dam continues for the operating life of the mine processing plant. The raising of the dam crest level occurs frequently over its lifetime as the build-up of stored tailings behind the dam increases. Sometimes this process lasts several decades with many changes in operation and design parameters occurring during this period. A photograph of a typical tailings dam is shown in Figure 1. Tailings dams are often constructed with steep slopes to reduce the volume of material needed, and by using the placed and compacted tailings to save on material costs2. Keeping these structures intact over many decades is challenging. In the context of long-lived infrastructure3, their rate of failure is high, owing to inadequate design regulations and less rigorous construction and supervision methods than for normal water-retaining dams, especially in low-income countries [7].

Tailings dams are particularly prone to failure owing to:

- A lack of rigorous design regulations, especially in low income countries [11];
- Construction of the embankment with less than ideal materials, including residual materials from the mining operations [12];
- Less rigorous construction methods (e.g. inadequate compaction) than for normal dams [11];
- Steeper embankment slopes than normal water-retaining dams for reasons of cost and/or space [13];
- Sequential increases in the height of the embankment which can result in zones of lower shear strength [14];
- Prohibitively high maintenance costs after mineral processing operations have ceased and a lack of clarity over/acceptance of responsibility [15].

---

1 Paste tailings have a higher density and lower moisture content than “normal” tailings. This means that if a tailings dam is required it is smaller than one needed to accommodate less dense and moister tailings. Paste tailings offer significant economic and environmental benefits compared to conventional methods of storing tailings [10].

2 Tailings dams are usually constructed using only a specific fraction of the tailings stream that is suitable for a specific purpose. Other materials are also used for specific elements of the tailings dam including compacted clay cores, crushed stone for drainage elements and dense native soils for abutments. Reinforcing elements such as geotextiles may also be used.

3 These are pieces of infrastructure that usually need to be maintained for a significantly greater number of years (e.g. from 50 years to in perpetuity) than most other capital assets.
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Figure 1 Photographs of a tailings dam in Peru showing the downstream face, tailings pond and a panorama of the valley downstream of the dam

The rate of tailings dam failures is increasing, with 50% of serious tailings dam failures in the last 70 years occurring between 1990 and 2010 [16]. In South America alone there are approximately 1,200 mines currently in operation which have tailings dams, in addition to many thousands of tailings dams that have been abandoned and/or which are no longer operational. Some studies estimate that the number of mining sites in the world is of the order of 18,000 [16] or 30,000, according to a more recent source [17]. However, there is not an accessible, accurate global inventory of tailings dams. The National Inventory of Dams (2019) indicates that there are over 1,400 tailings dams in the USA [18], and in the year 2000 the worldwide total was estimated at over 3,500 [19]. In addition to tailings dams, it is probable that a very large number of other small operating tailing storage facilities are not monitored including many non-operational large and small facilities.

The challenges in estimating the actual number of global tailings facilities are illustrated by China. In 2016 Wei at al. reported that in China the introduction of environmental legislation in 1989, requiring the construction of tailings ponds, led to a significant increase in tailings storage facilities and by 2000 there were more than 6,000 of these structures [20]. Since 2000 an expansion of the mining industry as a result of China’s rapid economic development has meant that in 2008 there were estimated to be more than 12,000 tailing storage facilities in the country [20]. A newspaper article in 2011 reported that the Chinese Ministry of Environmental Protection estimated that 17% of these are in a “poor” or “dangerous condition” [21]. Most tailings dam safety management in China is based on experience owing to a lack of effective monitoring
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tools [20]. While there are large discrepancies in accounting for the exact number of tailings dam globally, it is clear that the multitude of tailings dams that are liable to failure is more significant than often considered [17].

Over the past decade there have been a number of significant tailings dam failures worldwide that have affected tens of millions of people both directly and indirectly (see Table 1). Intense rainfall events have been linked to 25% of global and 35% of European tailings dam failures [15]. Climate change will increase the frequency of extreme rainfall events even in regions where the average annual rainfall is predicted to decrease [22]. This increase in rainfall intensity is likely to increase the probability of failure of tailings dams in the future, making the downstream ecosystem services on which many of the poorest people in these regions rely, become increasingly vulnerable.

There is a need for a cost effective way to remotely monitor tailings dams to help predict potentially catastrophic failures, as well as leaching of contaminants downstream. This paper outlines the risks posed by tailings dams and then articulates how a satellite-based monitoring system currently under development could decrease the impacts of tailings dam failures by providing increased real-time risk information, third-party access to monitoring data, and warnings to nearby communities. A critical aspect of this is the way in which, satellite-based monitoring has the ability to be used by a wide range of stakeholders, beyond just mining companies, in reducing the probability of tailings dam failures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tailings dam name, country, year of failure</th>
<th>Human impacts</th>
<th>Environmental impacts</th>
<th>Other impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Córrego de Feijão mine, Brumadinho, Região, Minas Gerais, Brazil, 2019</td>
<td>At least 237 fatalities and some 50 people missing, Livelihoods of hundreds of thousands of people affected</td>
<td>Pollution of watercourses at least 300 km downstream of the site.</td>
<td>Reduction in Vale’s share price by 24% losing US$19 billion in market capitalization, Vale’s licence to operate its Jangada mine revoked, Minas Gerais Government gave the mine operators three years to decommission up to 50 tailings dams upstream of the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samarco Mineração SA, Minas Gerais, Brazil, 2015</td>
<td>At least 19 fatalities, 800 buildings affected and some 200 destroyed, Water supply of at least 300,000 people polluted, Livelihoods of one million people affected, 11,000 people reliant on fisheries as their primary source of nutrition affected, Affected power production at the Candonga hydropower plant</td>
<td>35 to 55 million m³ of mining waste released polluting some 660 km of rivers, 1,500 ha of natural reserves polluted, Destruction of fisheries, Beaches on the Espírito Santo coast polluted and closed to the public</td>
<td>BHP share price hit a ten year low, Legal proceedings including charges of homicide filed against 21 executives of Vale and BHP Billiton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herculano Mineração Ltda, Minas Gerais, Brazil, 2014</td>
<td>At least three fatalities</td>
<td>Significant damage to the downstream environment estimated to have had a cost of at least US$8 million</td>
<td>Herculano mine partners indicted on first degree murder charges, Fine of US$43.5 million imposed on the mining company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buenavista del Cobre, Cananea, Mexico, 2014</td>
<td>Pollution of rivers affected the water supplies of at least 24,000 people</td>
<td>40,000 m³ of copper sulphate and heavy metals polluted the Sonora and Bacanuchi rivers</td>
<td>Owners fined US$1.8 million and agreed to contribute US$154 million to a trust fund to provide compensation for the economic and environmental damage and health problems caused in the downstream communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Tailings dam name, country, year of failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tailings dam name, country, year of failure</th>
<th>Human impacts</th>
<th>Environmental impacts</th>
<th>Other impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mount Polley, British Columbia, Canada, 2014</td>
<td>Pollution of drinking water affected at least 300 residents</td>
<td>Elevated levels of selenium in fish exceeded guidelines for human consumption</td>
<td>Company’s share price fell from US$16.56 to US$9.70 per share; a market capitalization decline of more than US$500 million dollars (41%) in one trading day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obed Mountain Coal Mine, Alberta, Canada, 2013</td>
<td>Mercury levels were found to be nine times higher than normal in the Athabasca River, while Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons were at levels four times higher than the Canadian standard for potable water</td>
<td>760,000 m³ of coal waste and slurry released into the Athabasca River system</td>
<td>The Alberta Energy Regulator corporation filed charges against the mine’s operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philex, Benguet, Philippines, 2012</td>
<td>Livelihoods of communities who lived downstream of the site who were reliant on fishing were destroyed</td>
<td>20 million m³ of copper tailings released</td>
<td>Department of Environment and Natural Resources imposed a fine of US$20 million on the mining company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talvivaara Mine, Finland, 2012</td>
<td>Deterioration in drinking water quality downstream</td>
<td>Fish kills downstream</td>
<td>The disaster played a large part in the mining company who owned the site going bankrupt, with a €1.4 million debt outstanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolontár, Hungary, 2010</td>
<td>10 fatalities and 150 people injured</td>
<td>700,000 m³ of mining waste released</td>
<td>The clean-up costs were estimated to be tens of millions of US dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensive flooding downstream</td>
<td>High pH of the waste contaminated rivers and the soil downstream over 8 km²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magadan, Russia, 2009</td>
<td>Two fatalities</td>
<td>1.3 million m³ of mining waste released</td>
<td>Strengthening of environmental legislation post-event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 homes destroyed</td>
<td>Polluting downstream watercourses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huayuan, Xiangi, China, 2009</td>
<td>Three people killed and four injured</td>
<td>Pollution of downstream watercourses</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33]
3. The mechanisms and probability of tailings dam failures

This section briefly outlines the main mechanisms and the probability of failure of tailings dams.

3.1. Failure mechanisms

Tailings dams vary greatly in their design and construction methods, the type of tailings they store, their characteristics, how they are operated, maintained, monitored and kept under surveillance. Their effectiveness and safety also depends on their foundation determined by the local geology.

There are numerous ways in which tailings dams can fail. Figure 2 shows the primary modes of failure, including those that can be monitored using EO-based techniques. Tailings dams are constructed over a period of many years and go through several phases (e.g. construction, operation, decommissioning, and closure) so their monitoring requirements are constantly changing. Often those responsible for monitoring of tailings dams are mining company personnel who are already fully committed to operational duties and therefore not suited for undertaking dam surveillance checks. It is also important to note that most tailings dams will require some degree of monitoring “forever”. Small mining companies and owners in low and middle income countries are prone to bankruptcy and/or abandoning non-productive mines so there is a need for a cost effective monitoring solution that can be used for these, as well as structures that are currently operational.

3.2. Probability of failure

Using an inventory of 18,401 mine sites, the annual probability of failure rate of tailings dams over the past 100 hundred years has been estimated to be 1.2 % [16]. This is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the failure rate of conventional water retention dams, which is reported to be 0.01 % in terms of annual probability [34]. Water retaining dams are usually regarded as assets, typically for common use, while tailings storage facilities are seen as a cost or liability (i.e. a means of storing waste rather than providing a service) [17].

Since the early 1990s there have been around 20 tailings dam failures per decade [9]. Table 1 provides an overview of the impacts of major tailings dam failures since 2009. However, failures predominantly occur in small to medium size tailings dams that are up to 30 m high and contain a maximum tailings volume of 5 million m³. Once a dam fails, the released tailings generally amount to about one-fifth of those contained within the facilities [16]. Other more conservative sources estimate probabilities of failure as more than ten times more likely than other conventional dams retaining water [35], but the difference between both types of structures is still large owing to many of the reasons outlined above.
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Figure 2  Tailings dam failure modes, warning signs and Earth Observation (EO) based monitoring measures
(Source: Adapted from [12])

4. Quantifying the risks posed by tailings dams

The risk posed by tailings dams can be categorised into human, environmental and financial. In the past 20 years there have been a number of tailings dams incidents that have led to a significant loss of life and adversely affected the livelihoods of hundreds of thousands of people. The impact of these incidents on the environment is significant and often underestimated [36]. The failure of tailings dams also has financial consequences. These are briefly outlined below.

4.1. Human impacts

There have been several cases where the failure of tailings dams has led to significant loss of life, which generally occur soon after the event via drowning or suffocation [8]. However, in the medium and long term, the release of contaminants into the food chain and water sources can increase mortality rates [8] [37]. Records indicate that thousands of people have died from tailings dam failures in the past 20 years [8].

The leakage of dangerous chemicals and waste from tailing dams poses a real risk to people. In low income countries, women are disproportionately affected by these disasters owing to several factors [38] [39]. In many low income countries it is generally women who are responsible for collecting water where there is no potable water supply. There is also evidence that contamination of water supplies by mining operations has
a greater impact on women’s health than men’s [38]. In many African, Asian and Latin American countries it has been shown that this is because women are in greater contact with water than men because they tend to have the responsibility for collecting it, cooking and doing the laundry [39] [40]. Contamination of local water supplies also requires women to travel further to collect water. The failure of a tailings dam in Mariana in Brazil in 2015 disproportionately affected women because reports of domestic violence multiplied, much of which is due to the increasing incidence of alcoholism among men as a result of the incident [41].

Risk assessments of tailings dams should include credible estimates of the potential loss of life for hypothetical failure events to quantify risk and to assist with making decisions about their construction and decommissioning (see [42]; [43]). Although tools do exist to estimate the loss of life from tailings dams failures (see [42]; [44]), they are rarely employed and in cases where an analysis is carried out, it is relatively simplistic [45]. The health impacts caused by contaminated food, water and soil are also seldom accounted for when assessing the risks posed by tailings dams.

4.2. Environmental impacts

The leaching of substances such as arsenic, cyanide or heavy metals causes pollution of both the aquatic and terrestrial environment. The presence of sulphides in the tailings exposed to oxygen and water causes the generation of sulphuric acid, known as acid mine drainage, which can mobilise heavy metals and arsenic. Acid mine drainage is recognised as one of the more serious environmental problems in the mining industry [46]. Many old and abandoned tailings dams were not designed, constructed or operated with an awareness of the environmental impacts of acid mine drainage, and no provisions were made to minimise the generation of acid leachate or to prevent the leachate from entering the groundwater or surface waters. The cost of cleaning up mines has typically been 10 times more than mining industry estimates when acid drainage was involved [47].

In 2000, in Romania, 100,000 m³ of cyanide contaminated water escaped from a gold mine tailing reservoir into the Danube, Someş and Tisza rivers, killing up to 80% of aquatic life in some of the affected areas [34] [48]. In the case of the Los Frailes mine tailing dam failure in Spain which released 4 to 5 million m³ of pollutants into the Guadiamar River, the watercourse still showed high rates of contamination in certain areas 10 years after the event [8] [49].

A swift clean-up operation can help to minimise the impacts of tailings release in the environment. The Mount Polley mine tailings embankment failure in Canada in 2014, was at the time the largest documented release of mine waste into the environment. Environmental recovery operations were quick. Within a year a significant quantity of the released tailings had been removed from the primary receiving watercourse, the river corridor was stabilised and construction of a new channel had begun [50]. The collected data showed that this limited the chemical impacts on the watershed, as did the fact that both the tailings and the receiving environment were alkaline rather than acid. Nevertheless, some chemical mobilisation still occurred.

4.3. Financial impacts

Social and environmental consciousness, as well as investor confidence are now an important part of a mining company’s corporate due diligence. Historically, tailings management has been perceived as a component of the “minerals processing circuit” that does not contribute to a mining company’s bottom line [29]. However, the management of tailings dams is as critical to a mining company’s operational revenue stream, investor confidence, and profit as any other component of the operation.
A tailings dam “incident”, or even the perception of an upset condition or failure can negatively compromise a company’s social licence, which is its ability to operate with the permission of, and in cooperation with, its stakeholders at all levels [51]. For example, consequential damages to a company’s reputational capital can also have negative implications when it comes to permit applications for future projects. However, the economics of mining limit the resources that are often applied to the construction and operation of the tailings dams.

Direct and indirect costs associated with a tailings dam failure can total billions of dollars. The single most significant economic impact to a mining company is lost market capitalization owing to shareholder stock selloffs. In 2014 a tailings dam at the Mount Polley gold mine in Canada failed and as a result the mining company’s stock price fell from US$16.56 to US$9.70 per share; a market capitalization decline of more than $500 million dollars (41%) in one trading day [29]. In 1995 and 1998, the Omai (Guyana) and Los Frailes (Spain) tailings dam failures caused the owners’ market capital to decrease by US$188 million and US$68 million, respectively [29].

The failure of the tailings dam at the Córrego de Feijão mine in January 2019 led to the dam’s owners, Vale SA losing more than US$19 billion in their market value [6]. The impact created the biggest loss in the entire history of the Brazilian stock market in a single day [6].

5. Background to the monitoring of tailings dams

The monitoring of tailings dams, during their construction, operation, decommissioning and closure phases, is essential to reduce their probability of failure. Many tailings dam failure modes (see Figure 2), are preceded by warning signs that can be detected well in advance of them occurring [52]. Tailings dams are generally monitored using two techniques: (i) visual inspections and (ii) in-situ monitoring equipment and there are numerous publications that document these (e.g. see [52] [53] [54]).

It is not possible to determine the actual level of monitoring used by the mining companies globally; however, it appears that many of the large active mines that operate tailings dams are monitoring them using, at the minimum, regular visual inspections. Generally, there is also always some form of in-situ instrumentation monitoring undertaken, which varies from site to site but may for instance include piezometers or drain flows. However, it is probable that a very large number of small operating and non-operating tailings dams are not monitored.

As this paper illustrates, there have been numerous cases of well-monitored tailings dams that have suddenly failed. This is because:

- Potential dam safety risks are not communicated to people in the organisation who have the authority to act;
- Dam safety concerns are not taken seriously enough or ignored because of financial pressures;
- Monitoring is not focused on potential failure modes;
- The quality of monitoring is sometimes poor owing to the equipment used or the capacity of the staff;
- Monitoring is not interpreted by technical specialists and regular independent reviews are not undertaken;
- Regulators do not have the finances or the staff resources to ensure that the conditions relating to dam safety are enforced.
6. The development of a satellite-based tailings dam monitoring tool, DAMSAT

6.1. Background

Virtually all the recent tailings dams failures were preventable, either by improvements in their design or by better operational management [7]. However, many regulatory bodies in low income countries do not have the resources to adequately police mining operations. The work this paper presents is a response to the need for a cost effective service so that governments, Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and other stakeholders with limited budgets can monitor both operational and abandoned tailings dams, especially those in remote locations. This would help stakeholders to identify risk “hotspots” and potentially forecast future catastrophic failures, allowing mitigation measures to be put in place in time.

A tailings dam satellite-based monitoring tool using EO data is one step in using emerging technologies openly to dramatically increase transparency, as well as a tool for improving governance of the mining and mineral processing sector. Many governments lack expertise in the technical environmental management of mining operations compared to multi-national mining companies and tools such as this work to level this playing field. Obstacles from wage differences between government and corporations, available training, and the industry-wide dependence on specialist environmental engineering consultancies most often prevent effective government and third-party evaluation of environmental performance and risk at mine sites [55]. As a result, regulators and watchdogs are often bound to the quality and rigor of the reports produced by the mines. Governments face the challenge of overseeing many mines with limited staff numbers who are often less experienced compared to the personnel employed by the mines they are regulating. In addition, even if regulatory bodies have extensive experience of the mining sector, it is challenging for them to stay abreast of the particulars and subtle changes at all the sites they oversee, compared to the miners who operate them on a day-to-day basis. An EO-based monitoring system would help regulators to stay up-to-date with developments at tailings dam sites spread over large areas and in remote locations.

6.2. Why is a satellite-based monitoring system needed?

In spite of a basic understanding of the mechanisms that cause tailings dam failures, and a large collection of empirical data on the impact of these failures, tailings dams have continued to fail at a relatively constant rate over the last five decades. In the past three years there have been two major tailings dam failures in Brazil, the consequences of which are shown in Table 1. These mines are owned by two of the largest and richest mining corporations in the world, BHP Billiton and Vale SA. These are firms that have no obvious impediments to use the best available tailings dam monitoring technology presently available. In the case of the 2015 incident in Brazil, public reports and news, have indicated that much was known from ground sensors in 2014 and 2015 about the weaknesses and changes in the tailing dam prior to its collapse [56] [57]. In the 10 hours preceding the full collapse the immediate risk was not communicated to residents who then had very limited time, around 25 minutes in some cases, to flee [57]. The collapse of the Samarco tailings dam killed 19 people, destroyed villages, and harmed the regional water system for the long-term damaging many related livelihoods.
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The example of this disaster indicates that if a mine does not act on the information it has in its possession, that these data also need to be in the hands of those who can and will act to prevent similar events (e.g. regulatory authorities, NGOs). Some have accused the Brazilian authorities of poor enforcement of their environmental regulations in the interest of maintaining the revenues from mining [57]. Whilst this may play a factor, the scale of oversight is also large. For example, in the Minas Gerais region of Brazil where the accident occurred there are an “estimated 750 dams…, 40 of which are considered at risk” [57].

While the large mining firms behind the Samarco operation in 2015 are now being held accountable in legal proceedings and fines of over US$7 billion, incidents at smaller sites and involving smaller firms do not have the same recourse. Thus, in many other sites the burden for the human and environmental losses often falls on the state. The risks associated with tailings dams are not limited to sudden, catastrophic failures. There are many tailings dams worldwide that pose a “slow-motion” environmental problem associated with the leaching of harmful substances from them into the environment [58]. These structures may need to be managed in perpetuity, and the remediation and long-term monitoring of these sites is generally not included in the original cost-benefit analysis of the mining operation [58]. They are externalized costs that often only become apparent after the mine has closed or a disaster occurs [58]. Given the highly hierarchical nature of the mining sector, large or “major” firms often account for the greatest volume of revenue from mining in low income countries, but they do not necessarily account for the majority of the nation’s mining footprint in terms of physical, environmental, or social impacts. Instead, a multitude of “junior” mine operators of small to medium sized sites operate on exceptionally tight budgets, with a limited amount of capital and with limited reputational risk. Their exploration funding does not come largely from accumulated cash flow from previous production or from the investment income from such funds. They are often characterised by the fact that they have few operational safeguards, because they operate on smaller budgets and have limited reputational risk. Junior miners often lag far behind larger operations in terms of their environmental management and performance [59]. If junior miners do not “strike it rich” before their debt is due, they may have no choice but to file for bankruptcy and abandon their mining operations leaving a legacy of “orphaned” tailings dams.

A recent study indicates that the total portfolio of mines that are not presently viable and are likely to become unviable, without significant new discoveries, may be as high as 30% to 50% globally [60], indicating that the number of orphaned tailings dams could increase significantly in the next decade. The increase in marginal mines operated by often less experienced and less financially stable miners poses a difficult challenge to significantly reducing tailings dams failures; hence there is an acute need to monitor junior miners’ operations. Existing work (see [61] [62] [63]) has shown that a low-cost tool could improve governance capacity by allowing oversight on an increased number of mine operations of various sizes and thus help to reduce the probability and consequences of failures of tailings dams.

In the past decade the availability and accuracy of EO-based data from satellites has increased considerably. An EO-based remote monitoring system for tailings dams would help to leverage the reach of the usually limited number of government staff responsible for monitoring mining operations over large areas and in locations where it is often challenging and costly to conduct regular site visits. The evidence related to effectiveness of transparency and accountability initiatives within the mining industry is weak [64]. An EO-based monitoring system is one tool that could help pave the way to the ultimate goal of zero tailings dam failures. It could also improve transparency and accountability leading to tangible accountability reforms for the management of these structures.
6.3. What can satellites monitor?

It is now technically possible to use EO-based data to monitor critical aspects of tailings dams, such as those shown in Figure 2. Table 2 details the use of satellite-based data for the monitoring of tailings dams. Combining Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) and real-time Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) can be used to achieve a very high level of automation for tailings dam displacement monitoring that can address a number of inherent challenges for monitoring tailings dams in low income countries. Additionally, optical imagery is a rich source for measurement and detection of various parameters that can indicate issues with operations or stability.

Satellite based information in Table 2 provides a synoptic and comprehensive ability to observe, measure, qualify and quantify over wide areas with a very high frequency. Figure 3 shows the use of EO based data in the context of monitoring aspects of tailings that are directly related to their probability of failure or the chance of a pollution incident.

The high vantage point of space affords a non-invasive solution to monitor large areas, with a relatively high degree of accuracy and precision regardless of the relative inaccessibility and hazardous nature of the terrain that in some cases make in-situ measurement techniques almost impossible. The ability to undertake surveillance with such freedom is important for tailings dams that tend to be in remote locations but also, as a direct result, satellites are able to detect significant changes within tailings dam sites that were not previously under scrutiny or observation. However, much of the EO-based technology is not mature and is not regularly used to monitor tailings dams. The DAMSAT project funded by the UK Space Agency is setting up a prototype system to monitor two tailings sites in Peru.

Some work has been carried out to ground truth the use of EO-based information for a tailings dam failure in Australia (see [63] [65]). On 9 March 2018 a tailings dam at the Cadia gold mine in New South Wales, Australia, failed. Retrospective exercises carried out by both Thomas [63] and Tre-Altamira [65] using InSAR satellite data demonstrated that it is possible to use EO-based data to predict failures of large tailings dams. Figure 4 shows the results produced by Tre-Altamira. Views B and C of Figure 4 show the displacement of the dam before it failed based on EO data and the inverse of velocity method implemented using the InSAR time series. This work indicates that EO-based information could have made it possible to predict the timing of the failure almost one month before the breach occurred.

---

4 The basis of the inverse velocity method is to calculate the rate of deformation of the slope of the dam (velocity) and to plot the inverse of the rate of deformation against time (i.e. the inverse velocity against time). As the velocity or rate of deformation increases the inverse will tend towards zero which is when failure occurs. For more details of this method see [66]
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Table 2: The use of satellite-based data for monitoring tailings dams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of earth observation technology</th>
<th>Data provided</th>
<th>Use of the EO-technology in the context of tailings dams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR)</td>
<td>Relative displacement of the dam or structure to an accuracy of 2 mm to 3 mm. Assessment of water extent. Digital Terrain Model (DTM) creation – 0.5 m horizontal resolution DTMs with 10 cm vertical resolution and absolute accuracies approaching 3.5 m with no ground control.</td>
<td>Monitoring of abnormal deformation of the structure. Monitoring of movement of the natural ground in key areas of risk such as at the abutments of the dam or the reservoir rim. Assessment of tailings and water levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical-based satellite data</td>
<td>Feature identification and ortho-mapping, with increasingly short return periods combined with high resolution of up to 40 cm from low earth orbit, optical data provides synoptic, accurate and fresh context mapping of an entire site at very low cost per square km generally from a single shot. Spectral classification – contaminated land indicators such as vegetation die back and water discolouration can be determined from these. Change detection – high, almost daily revisit of sites affords opportunity for monitoring landscape change for detecting and mapping rapidly evolving processes and activities.</td>
<td>Detection of leaching of tailings from the structure indicated by declining vegetation health or increasing iron oxide traces. Changes in moisture content of the dam body soil which could indicate future structural problems. Changes in seepage rates which could indicate internal erosion issues within the dam body. Beach width measurement. A beach is formed as a tailings deposit and it keeps the supernatant pond away from the dam and the phreatic surface low, thus reducing the risk of failure. Slope failure detection, relevant especially for closed sites, using a combination of parameters (e.g. soil moisture, muddiness, surface features, slope change).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)</td>
<td>GNSS can be used to autonomously compute three-dimensional motion vectors of a number of points using standard in-situ located GNSS receivers to an accuracy of a few millimetres.</td>
<td>Monitoring of abnormal deformation of key specific points of the structure in real time (requires a base station to be installed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global weather forecasting models</td>
<td>Forecasts of climate variables such as rainfall and temperature from, for example, the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).</td>
<td>Forecasts of runoff that can be used to assess the probability of overtopping, or a potential dangerous increase in the moisture content of the dam body that could affect stability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3  Diagram showing the data flows for an EO–based system for monitoring tailings dams
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Figure 4 Use of InSAR satellite data to demonstrate that EO-based data could have been used to help detect the failure of a tailings dam at the Cadia gold mine, Australia on 9 March 2018
6.4. The challenges and costs of using satellite-based technology to monitor tailings dams

The use of satellite-based technologies to monitor tailings dams is not without its challenges and should be seen as complementary to existing in-situ surveillance techniques, where these are employed, and providing a method of overseeing abandoned facilities which are not currently being monitored. This section briefly describes some of the constraints and costs of using satellite based technology in this domain.

6.4.1. Detecting deformations in structures using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data

There are satellites that offer freely available InSAR data globally (e.g. Sentinel-1A) that can be used to measure deformations in structures. InSAR has been used to monitor subsidence in buildings and opencast mines for over 10 years [67]. The shorter the revisit time of the satellite the more accurate the analysis of the temporal evolution of the deformation of a structure is likely to be. InSAR data has a sufficiently frequent repeat cycle to allow the deformation in tailings dams to be monitored (e.g. Sentinel-1A has a revisit time of 12 days) [68]. All satellites equipped with InSAR sensors orbit the earth on a near-polar orbit at an altitude between 500 km to 800 km, travelling from the north pole towards the south pole for half of their trajectory (the descending orbit) and the other half travelling from the south towards the north pole (the ascending orbit) [68]. The same area is revisited along the two orbits allowing ascending and descending data to be collected over the same area.

InSAR is reliant on radar signals that can be characterised by their amplitude and phase (see Figure 5). The phase of the radar is related to the distance between the sensor and area of interest [68]. InSAR measures the signal phase change between two images acquired over the same area, at different times. When a point on the ground moves, the distance between the sensor and the point changes and so the phase value recorded by the sensor is also altered as well. By processing InSAR datasets, the deformation of a surface over a period of time can be measured. This is shown in Figure 5. The temporal resolution of the displacement data depends on the revisit period of the satellite.
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Figure 5  Use of InSAR to measure the movement of tailings dams

One of the challenges of using InSAR is that it is only sensitive to displacements that have a component in the direction of the line of sight (LOS) (see Figure 5). The LOS depends on the orientation of the satellite and the incidence angle of the radar beam. The steeper the incidence angle the better the sensitivity of the InSAR is to vertical displacements. Looking towards the west, a descending orbit gives mainly non-distorted coverage in west facing slopes, and an ascending orbit covers mainly east facing slopes. Sensitivity is very low in cases where the actual surface displacement vector is near perpendicular to the LOS. Owing to the north-south orbit direction, the sensitivity to surface displacement in this plane is near zero [68].

InSAR measures the signal phase change between two images acquired over the same area, at different times. When a point on the ground moves, the distance between the sensor and the point changes and so the phase value recorded by the InSAR sensor will change. However, deformation of the surface is only one of the components of the measured phase difference. In addition, there are atmospheric effects and other noise contributions that have to be removed first before the movement of a point on a structure can be calculated [68].

The InSAR signal can also be affected by what is known as “phase decorrelation” owing to changes in position of individual scatters within what is known as the resolution cell5 [69]. Generally decorrelation occurs owing to either SAR imaging geometric effects (spatial decorrelation), or temporal backscattering changes (temporal decorrelation) [69]. Spatial decorrelation is related to the baseline between the sensor at the different acquisitions. Temporal decorrelation is due to changes in the properties of the surface between the revisit, for example, caused by moving parts of vegetation, significant changes of water content or soil properties [69]. Hence, if there is vegetation on the surface of the structure or spatial decorrelation of the InSAR signal then the accuracy of the deformation of the tailings dam is likely to be low.

5The satellite measures the deformation that occurs within a certain resolution cell. For a high resolution one this is typically 1 m to 2 m and for a low resolution this is typically 2 m to 3 m [68].
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In terms of costs, Sentinel-1A data are freely available. InSAR data from other satellites, such as COSMO-SkyMed, provide more accurate measurements of deformation; however, there is a cost related to obtaining these data which can run to thousands of US dollars dependent on the area to be monitored. Tomás et al. recently performed a cost analysis comparing InSAR with other conventional techniques for monitoring subsidence in mining areas [69]. It was found that the use of InSAR provides good value for money compared to other techniques owing to its higher data acquisition frequency and spatial coverage and its lower annual cost per measurement point per square kilometre [69].

6.4.2. Detecting movement using Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

GNSS is a system that uses satellites to provide autonomous geo-spatial positioning. It allows small electronic receivers to determine their location (longitude, latitude, and altitude/elevation) with a high degree of accuracy using time signals transmitted along a line of sight by radio from satellites. GNSS equipment provides an accuracy of within one or two millimetres [70]. However, GNSS equipment is expensive typically costing between US$60,000 and US$120,000 to install in remote locations. In addition, the measurement of structural movements is limited to points where the GNSS equipment is located and ground-based instruments can be vulnerable to vandalism and theft.

6.4.3. Optical satellite information to monitor pollution

There are a number of freely available optical satellite products that can be used to monitor pollution (e.g. Sentinel 2). For example, the iron oxide content of the soil can be monitored from space. An increase in iron oxide content in the proximity of a tailings dam can denote pollution from a number of sources including acid mine drainage. Vegetation indices based on optical-based satellite data can be used to monitor pollution by heavy metals by mapping vegetation stress [71]. This is because vegetation stress often results in a change in its spectral signature [68].

Optical satellite imagery has its limitation, for example, clouds may obstruct the site during the period that the satellite is overhead. In addition, such methods are limited to detecting relatively large areas where pollution or leaching of fluids from a tailings dam has occurred. An area of several square metres would need to be affected before the leaching of pollutants could be identified. The temporal resolution of days rather than a few hours may also be a constraint for some users. However, the use of optical satellite imagery provides a method of monitoring abandoned tailings dams and could provide regulators with an oversight of which tailings dams are causing the most pollution.
7. Peru case study

The mineral industry provides a major source of economic growth in Peru's national development. In the recent past in Peru there have been several significant tailings dam incidents including:

- In 1993 the tailings dam at Marsa failed by overtopping resulting in six deaths;
- In 1996 a tailings dam at Amatista Nazca failed as a resulted of liquefaction releasing more than 300,000 m³ of tailings that contaminated farmers' land;
- In 2010 the tailings dam at Huancavelica failed releasing 21,400 m³ of tailings leading to the contamination of the Escalera and Opamayo Rivers up to 110 km downstream.

It is estimated that Peru has some 200 operating mines and many major mining projects are currently waiting to be developed. Most of these operational mines have tailings dams and in addition there are also thousands of abandoned mines throughout the country [72].

As part of a project funded by UK Space Agency's International Partnership Programme the use of satellite-based information to set up a tailings dam monitoring system, known as DAMSAT, is being piloted in some of the poorest provinces of Peru such as the Cajamarca Region [73]. Cajamarca is home to numerous small and large mines including the fourth largest gold mine in the world, as well as a number of large copper mines. The work on an EO-based monitoring system is currently being piloted at two Peruvian sites, one of which is in Cajamarca.

As part of the work a range of Peruvian stakeholders, including the Ministry of the Environment, Ministry of Energy and Mines, the National Water Authority, as well as NGOs, were engaged with to elicit their challenges and requirements related to the monitoring of tailings dams. Many of these organisations reported that they have limited resources and are not able to visit sites frequently. This makes it challenging for them to monitor tailings dams effectively. It was also reported that pollution from orphaned tailings dams in remote areas of Peru often affects downstream communities. The stakeholder engagement was part of the process of developing a user requirements document for DAMSAT. Peruvian stakeholders recognised that a satellite-based monitoring system could assist them with the following:

- Enhanced monitoring of operational tailings dams in Peru via the assessment of the physical stability of structures and potential pollution incidents;
- Monitoring of decommissioned and orphaned tailings dams;
- Quantification of the risks posed by tailings dams;
- Improvements in the accessibility of information on tailings dams to regulators.

The range of services discussed with the Peruvian stakeholders and expected to be offered by the DAMSAT system are outlined in Table 3. Users will mainly interact with the EO-based system through a web browser interface. This will use a map to show an overview of the status of all the points of interest on the tailings dam, and will allow users to investigate the detailed information available for each point. The system may provide methods for alerting users to significant events by sending email or SMS messages. An example of a user interface with a traffic light based warning system is shown in Figure 6. It is proposed that DAMSAT will offer two levels of service. Level 1 is based on freely available satellite-based information whilst Level 2 uses more accurate data, in terms of temporal or spatial resolutions, for which there is sometimes an associated acquisition cost. Table 4 provides an overview of the Level 1 and 2 information that will be used in DAMSAT together with approximate costs to obtain it.
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Table 3: Services provided by the DAMSAT satellite-based tailings dam monitoring system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current and historical satellite imagery</td>
<td>Allows a manual inspection of points of interest on the dam. Allows a comparison of the current image with historical images to assist users to detect changes that occur on site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical stability monitoring based on InSAR data and GNSS</td>
<td>Provides an indication of displacement based on a three category classification: (1) below threshold or undetectable movement; (2) possibly significant movement detected; (3) likely significant movement detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical stability – leaching</td>
<td>Analysing sequences of optical data for signs of increased iron oxide concentrations can be used as a proxy for pollution occurring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical stability – vegetation</td>
<td>Monitoring the “health” of vegetation as an indicator of potential leaching or pollution emanating from a site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasting</td>
<td>Forecasting of possible dam overtopping or breach driven by weather forecasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual supervisor</td>
<td>Automated interpretation of all inputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact modelling</td>
<td>Modelling of the consequence of dam overtopping or breaching in terms of loss of life or risks to buildings .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Level 1 and 2 information and their associated costs to be used by DAMSAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Source of information</th>
<th>Indicative costs of obtaining information and/or installation of equipment (US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentinel 1 InSAR data on a 5 m x 20 m grid to measure deformations of a few millimetres</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentinel 2 optical imagery on a 10 m grid for monitoring the health of vegetation and the leaching of chemicals</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Global Forecast System (GFS) to provide weather forecasts with a 10 day lead time</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GNSS based monitoring</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Source of information</th>
<th>Indicative costs of obtaining information and/or installation of equipment (US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COSMO-SkyMed InSAR data on a 5 m grid to measure deformations of a few millimetres</td>
<td>US$1,200 per km2 per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PeruSat-1 optical imagery on a 0.7 m grid for monitoring the health of vegetation and the leaching of chemicals</td>
<td>Free to Peruvian government organisations and NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) to provide weather forecasts with up to a 15 day lead time</td>
<td>Dependent on the variables required $2,000 to $10,000 per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GNSS based monitoring</td>
<td>$60,000 to $120,000 depending on the number and type of installations of GNSS equipment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The costs in this table refer to the costs of obtaining data and installing equipment not the costs of running the DAMSAT system.
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The paper has reviewed the potential of satellite-based data to reduce the probability of tailings dams failures and the subsequent consequences of failures where, in some cases, the cost of the clean-up of has run to billions of US dollars [7] [57], led to hundreds of lives being lost and caused untold environmental damage. These risks constitute a considerable incentive for mining companies and governments to demonstrate measures which will help to mitigate this situation. The paper has explained how a new collaborative research programme is developing an EO-based service that could allow the cost-effective monitoring of tailings dams over wide geographic areas and in remote locations. Further, this service could also help to forecast potentially risk-inducing behaviours of these structures several weeks in advance, allowing timely preventative interventions to be made. The pilot application for the EO tool this research has developed is based in Cajamarca region of Peru. The objective of this pilot to help demonstrate benefits that can be derived from remote satellite-based surveillance techniques and encourage more active management of the risks associated with tailing dams.

Despite a recent fall in commodity prices, the market capitalisation of the top 40 global mining companies is some US$700 billion [4]. There is a growing pressure from governments, the public and a range of other stakeholders for mining companies to improve their green credentials for the good of society and to contribute to countries meeting their Sustainable Development Goals. Recently the mining sector has seen the end of the commodity super-cycle (the rise and fall of many physical commodity prices which occurred

Figure 6  Diagram showing a prototype user interface for an EO–based system for monitoring tailings dams in Peru

8. Conclusions
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during the first two decades of the 2000s); lower ore prices; increased demand to manage environmental risk and social licence; an improving investor awareness of environmental risks; and more remote and/sensitive environments for new mining projects [74]. Together these factors are conspiring to push mining firms to urgently find the most cost effective means of managing and reporting their environmental and social performance. The development of an EO-based method for monitoring tailings dams and mines could give mining companies a more efficient and cost effective way of monitoring their operations.

Early results of this work indicate that the use of the DAMSAT tool and platform to use EO-based data to reduce the probability of tailings dams failure is of interest to regulators and civil society, with developing interest from large-multinational mining companies and a diversity of other stakeholders including investors and the insurance sector. Beyond the scientific integration of EO data into a risk-monitoring tool, this research advances our knowledge about how the use of transparency as a mechanism for improved sustainable development can help develop the participation of broader civil society and potentially create pathways to engagement in the extractive-state development process. In this way, not only can governments improve their ability to oversee mining companies, but civil society can also help to hold the government accountable. Emerging economies that are subject to political instability, as many resource-driven economies are, stand to benefit quickly from the use of an EO-based tool that advances transparency and helps leapfrog years of fiscal and human capital development. The work carried out to date indicates that this form of tailings dam monitoring is an achievable first step to claim aspects of this satellite technology for public use and furthering, rather than limiting, the accessibility of knowledge of the mining sector for decision-making that could help improve development outcomes.

There are plans to extend the pilot use of the EO to more mining areas within Peru and globally. As the use of the tool is scaled up its agility for use in diverse sites around the world will be continually improved. Further research will be necessary to best support the integration of EO based tools into risk management practices shared across diverse organisations. Moreover, this technology offers only one facet of environmental and social risk reduction that EO technologies could potentially help address and there is considerable scope for future research into its application for other challenges such as the remote monitoring of water retaining dams, flood defences and other linear infrastructure including pipelines and railway embankments.
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